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Problem statement
In post-disaster situations, it is often necessary to undertake rapid visual site reconnaissance to characterise patterns of damage and identify reconstruction opportunities and constraints. Rapid visual site analysis can occur over a period of hours to days rather than weeks to months. The time constraint is often necessary to assess the viability of initial reconstruction scenarios and help broaden the range of choice among site planning options. Rapid assessment can also minimise the use of scarce local post-disaster resources during the initial reconnaissance phases of planning. Because it involves visual methods rather than equipment-intensive survey techniques, it serves as an initial scoping of alternatives. It may follow emergency shelter response planning methods (for example, Sphere Project, 2011, ch 4) and be followed by more comprehensive site mapping and screening.

This action–research project reviews the literature on post-disaster site analysis with an emphasis on the tsunami-affected area of north-eastern Japan. Because research on rapid visual site analysis in post-disaster contexts is limited, we combined field-based site analysis methods, adapted for post-disaster planning, with visual methods for assessing seismic and tsunami hazards.

Tsunami damage and pilot study project
The site analysis and visual methods were tested in a pilot study that sought to identify potential sites for new community centres in a tsunami-devastated town in north-eastern Japan. The town of Utatsu is one of several major coastal settlements in the administrative district of Minamisanriku, in the Miyagi Prefecture of the Tohoku region (Figure 1). The coastal landscape of Minamisanriku consists of steep watersheds that drain the southern tip of the Kitakami Mountains in eastern Honshu Island. It has a rias (‘drowned’ or ‘sawtooth’) coastline with highly productive artisanal fisheries in a large number of small coastal settlements. The steep hillslopes have an evergreen forest cover (Pinus thunbergii) and deliver abundant sediment to valley floors that, before the tsunami, supported rice paddies and discharged onto small coastal plains that had mixed residential, commercial, transportation and civic development.

As a result of tsunamis in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, settlement patterns were established and protective measures designed to reduce people’s exposure to disaster (Noh, 1966). Initiatives included marker stones of previous wave inundation heights, land use zoning, siting schools on higher terraces, warning and evacuation procedures and seawall construction. Over time, however,
alluvial coastal and riparian flats were developed, streams were channelised and evacuation scenarios were not sufficiently tested; and, therefore, many settlements could not cope with the unprecedented magnitude of the earthquakes and tsunami in March 2011.

The earthquakes and tsunami struck on 11 March 2011. The greater Sanriku coast in eastern Honshu was directly and severely impacted, with wave elevations and run-up along river valleys of more than 15 metres above mean sea level (Mikami, Shibayama and Esteban, 2012, p 4). The number of dead and missing in Minamisanriku Town was estimated to be about 900 out of a population of just over 17,000 (ibid, p 6). Devastation of coastal buildings was nearly total. Regional Japan Rail tracks and coastal highway bridges were knocked down. Saltwater inundation damaged agricultural and forest vegetation. Massive amounts of debris from the built, cultural and natural landscape posed challenges for recovery. Six months later, the Miyagi Prefectural Government (2011, p 2) released a disaster recovery plan that called for new methods of reconstruction planning and design.

**Pilot study aims**

On 12 March, the day after the great north-eastern earthquakes and tsunami, architecture faculty from Miyagi University approached colleagues at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to organise a joint reconstruction design studio. Initial reconnaissance trips and contact with community officials and members, followed by weekly Skype conversations, sought to identify a town, project type and approach for a pilot study.
study. As the government of Japan had placed a moratorium on rebuilding pending larger-scale policy and planning decisions, the organisers of the design studio decided to focus on the expressed need for ‘community centres’ with an emphasis on small towns that had lost much of their civic space as well as housing and infrastructure.

This pilot study explores what hazards researcher Gilbert White termed ‘the range of choice’ among reconstruction alternatives (Mitchell, 2008; Wescoat, 1987, 2011; White, 1961). White observed that reconstruction often occurs on sites subject to repeated risk and focuses quickly on a single alternative that overlooks other possibilities. The location of a post-disaster community centre, for example, might begin with assumptions about a high-elevation, high-visibility site. While this is a reasonable option, the sensitivity of high-elevation areas provides an argument for exploring alternatives.

The ‘range of choice’ phase of site analysis focuses on site conditions that help expand the perceived array of community building possibilities, opportunities and constraints. The community building programme was not pre-specified and was itself a variable discerned in part through the process of site analysis, community observations and discussion.

Review of post-disaster site analysis research

Peer-reviewed research on site analysis in post-disaster contexts is limited, so we examined research on tsunami reconstruction and site analysis methods. The former body of research is extensive. The Avery Index of Architectural Periodicals alone yielded 82 peer-reviewed hits that included significant contributions by landscape architects and planners, for example, Mazereeuw (2011) and Mitani, et al (2011) (see also National Research Council and National Academy of Environmental Design, 2010). The Tohoku Geographical Association published assessments of tsunami damage and reconstruction planning including geographic information systems (GIS) mapping in the Onagawa port area (Ikoda, 2011; Mimura, et al, 2011; see also Kyoto University, 2012). The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE, 2011) conducted multi-team rapid reconnaissance in the Minamisanriku area. The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 also generated a large volume of evaluation literature (ALNAP, 2007; Jayasuriya and McCawley, 2010). In a study comparable with this one, but covering a much larger region, Free (2005) developed site analysis checklists for reducing seismic–tsunami risk when siting facilities.

For previous research on site analysis methods, a bibliographic search was conducted in the following major interdisciplinary journal indexes:

- Avery Index for Art and Architectural Periodicals;
- Engineering Village (Compendex);
- Web of Knowledge (including Science and Humanities indexes);
- WorldCat – books and articles.

The results were disparate but with some interesting patterns. The major scientific journal indexes included tens of hits for the phrase ‘site analysis’ in title, abstract and key word searches (Table 1).
In this case, the Avery Index yielded only 12 hits on ‘site analysis’, none of which dealt with hazards. Four of the hits were reviews of James LaGro’s 2007 influential textbook *Site Analysis: A Contextual Approach to Sustainable Land Planning and Site Design*. We cross-checked the Avery results with searches of online journal archives and obtained further results: *Landscape and urban planning* (36 hits); *Landscape Research* (10 hits); *Journal of Landscape Architecture* (3 hits); *Landscape Journal* (8 hits plus book and conference reviews). These results indicated several patterns of site analysis research:

- early research on terrain analysis in landscape assessment (Harris, 1988; Way, 1982);
- late twentieth-century frameworks for site interpretation vis-à-vis traditional site analysis (for example, Corbin, 2003, on the significance of vacancy; Francis, 2001, on landscape architectural case studies; Meyer, 2001, on Marcel Smets’s ideas about casco as a guiding concept for seeing; Braae and Diedrich, 2012, on the concept of site specificity; and National Research Council and National Academy of Environmental Design, 2010);
- continuing development of spatial analysis, computer cartography and GIS applications (for example, Jun, 2000; Mutunayagam, 1986; and Showalter and Lu, 2010).

The Compendex index added technical studies of facilities siting, site analysis failures and site analysis in environmental restoration (for example, Anon, 1985; Miron, Rutz and Ray, 2007; Powers, 1981). The Miron, et al (2007) article, in particular, describes a semester-long site analysis course at Tuskegee University in Tuskegee, Alabama, on radiation and hazardous waste hazards assessment. General article indices, such as the ArticleFirst and Web of Knowledge, added important research on GIS methods in siting emergency evacuation shelters (Kar and Hodgson, 2008); remote sensing of seismic hazards in site analysis (Xu, et al, 2010); landslide susceptibility (Gabriele, Barchiesi and Catallo, 2009); avalanche hazards simulation (Bocciola, Medagliani and Rosso, 2009); and sustainable site planning for disaster risk reduction (Ozdemir, 2008).

The *PreventionWeb* of the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) yielded 82 hits on site analysis in disaster risk reduction websites. UNISDR (2006) also produced a *Tsunami Bibliography* in the wake of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. A study by the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (2001, p 22) highlighted the role of site analysis in tsunami preparedness:

The site analysis phase can be used to establish site plan parameters for tsunami mitigation. Many communities have mapped hazard areas. Within these areas, communities may also have more detailed plans that include site analysis. The analysis typically includes geographic conditions, critical infrastructure (see

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Key words</th>
<th>Gross hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avery (art, architecture)</td>
<td>‘Site analysis’ anywhere</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compendex (engineering)</td>
<td>‘Site analysis’ in title or abstract</td>
<td>13; 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArticleFirst (interdisciplinary)</td>
<td>‘Site analysis’ as key word AND ‘landscape’ OR ‘hazard’ OR ‘disaster’</td>
<td>99; 47; 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web of Knowledge (science, humanities)</td>
<td>‘Site analysis’ as topic AND ‘landscape’ OR ‘hazard’</td>
<td>26; 29; 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of journal index search results for ‘site analysis’. 
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Principle 6), area access and egress (see Principle 7), and existing and future development patterns. The analysis may also include economic feasibility and community design objectives.

Because our study emphasised visual methods conducted by non-expert design students and faculty, it also drew upon the *Rapid Visual Screening of Buildings for Potential Seismic Hazards: A Handbook* by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (2002) (Figure 2). That volume developed visual assessment techniques for screening potential seismic hazards in buildings and, thus, differs in subject and purpose from our study of site alternatives in post-disaster contexts; however, they share an emphasis on rapid visual screening methods. Our study identified the presence and absence of tsunami damage and debris to identify different types of sites for potential community use.

The literatures surveyed above were used to adapt the site analysis variables listed in LaGro (2007) and other environmental planning texts (for example, Marsh, 2010; Murphy, 2005; White, 2004) and to incorporate post-tsunami landscape disturbance and siting considerations (Table 2).

**Site analysis methods**

The site analysis methods were developed in three phases. The first involved off-site preparation, compiling and studying base maps, satellite imagery before and after the tsunami, supporting data, and field logistics before arrival. The second phase involved design and implementation of the on-site transect analysis procedures. The third phase involved off-site studio synthesis of fieldwork results. These methods are elaborated in further detail below.

---

**Figure 2: FEMA rapid visual screening templates (FEMA, 2002, pp 57, 63).**
Preparatory phase of site analysis

Site information is often inaccessible, damaged or destroyed in post-disaster landscapes, which means intensive preparation is required before arrival on site. The Japan 3.11 workshop preparatory analysis included the following.

1. The international team’s aims, scope, methods, logistics and funding were coordinated through Skype and telephone conversations held nearly each
week for several months before the workshop. These deliberations and reconnaissance visits led to the selection of Utatsu, one of three main towns in Minamisanriku (the others being Shizugawa and Togura; there are many other small settlements like Minato and Hadenya; and an inland town at Iriya). It also led to the decision to focus on the need for small community centres.

2. Preparatory meetings were held with workshop members that addressed the potential hazards of field work (earthquake aftershocks; typhoon storms in late summer; scientific information about radiation plumes in the atmosphere, water, land and food chain; tsunami debris hazards and general first aid).

3. A ‘Resource-CD’ was compiled for workshop members, which included:
   01_ Key Workshop Documents (for example, schedule, contact information, project brief)
   02_ Base Maps (at multiple scales and geographic extents, from satellite imagery to Japan’s Zenrin topographic maps at 5-metre contour intervals)
   03_ Site Analysis Resources (for example, literature review above)
   04_ 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami Documents (initial damage assessments and monitoring data)
   05_ Japan Disaster Research and Management Resources (institutional mapping of Japanese government and non-governmental aid organisations involved in Tohoku earthquake and tsunami recovery; list of Japanese disaster research centres and downloaded publications)
   06_ Technical Disaster Resources (for example, FEMA manuals and US Army Corps of Engineers Coastal Engineering Manual)
   07_ Disaster Resilient Design Resources (for example, design precedents database from the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-HABITAT), Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP), Architecture for Humanity and 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami case studies).

These digital resources were deemed important because internet access was negligible in Minamisanriku during the early months following the tsunami disaster.

4. Base maps were selected and printed at multiple scales to provide a perspective of the regional context as well as for site analysis. The three main scales selected were the:
   - full Minamisanriku administrative area, which consolidates the three main towns and their coastal watersheds;
   - greater Utatsu area, which comprises the formerly settled coastal bay, middle terraces that support the town’s schools and emergency housing, upper forested hillslopes and riparian corridors that drain the hillslopes to the coastal bay;
   - detailed imagery of Utatsu town including areas that survived the tsunami where community safe havens might be located, as well as areas partially or wholly damaged that might have other community purposes (for example, for workplace and livelihood-related activities).
Cartographic resources for the Utatsu area were greater than what would have been available a decade ago but still limited. For example, Google Earth historical maps and images, and tsunami inundation maps, were available soon after the event. However, Zenrin topographic base maps for coastal towns were available at a 5-metre contour interval, which provided limited information on buildable or evacuable slopes. The Utatsu area did not have GIS coverage for land use or land cover.

5. Site analysis field drawing packages were prepared for all participants (12 pages of pre-formatted field mapping sheets linked with daily fieldwork at 297 × 420 millimetres (A3)). These drawing sets enabled continuous mapping, note taking and drawing while site transects were walked (Figure 3).

On-site analysis
The US–Japan design team travelled by road from Sendai to Minamisanriku. The initial arrival on site began with silent meditation and an intuitive walk through the coastal area, adjacent river valleys and upland settlements without photography, discussion or analysis. This first step was suggested by our Japanese project leaders as an appropriate way to begin. It resonates with the interpretive cultural traditions of site inquiry noted above, and is important for responders as well as survivors in post-disaster contexts (Aloudat and Christensen, 2012; Hewitt, 2012).

Day 1: Transect analysis. Site analysis teams of two to four members analysed one transect each of nearly 0.5 kilometres in length (the distance from sea to upper settlements or steep forested slopes). Transect methods were demonstrated in the field (for example, delineation of sections, distance pacing, slope and height estimation, documentary photography and annotation). Seven transects were selected based on Minamisanriku’s complex terrain; they followed or cut across major ridge and valley land forms in a gridded alignment that might be more applicable in gentler terrain (bracketed numbers below refer to transect numbers in Figure 4). The transects included:

- three riparian corridors (the main stream valley [1], west valley [3] and east valley [7]), which supported rice cultivation and limited settlement;
• three transportation corridors (the Japan Rail line [2], an historic coastal road [5] and a small road from a coastal cove to upland school buildings [6]);

• a series of six hillslope sections [4], most of which were sharp barriers to evacuation and settlement, though several had paths or small switchback roads to upland areas and midslope terraces that escaped tsunami damage and served important community functions.4

As a rias coast, with steep mountain drainages and heavily forested hilltops, Utatsu has a limited buildable area and significant barriers to vertical evacuation.

Transect analysis is a method of site sampling that intensively examines conditions observable over linear paths through a study area. It is widely employed in geomorphology, biogeography, disturbance ecology and built environment research (for example, Buckland, 2001; Goudie, 1990; Kent, et al, 1997; and www.transect.org where land use transects are linked with development codes). In this project, transect analysis entailed the following field tasks.

• Longitudinal sections were constructed along the transect line. Longitudinal transects looked in both directions from the centre line to evidence at a visible distance from, as well as immediately along, the section line (these drawings used conventions of lighter lines for more distant information). As transects followed rather narrow paths, this background information ranged from 5 to 50 metres from the centre line (Figure 5).

• Transverse sections were constructed across the transect line at intervals selected to identify major construction constraints (for example, slopes greater than 30 degrees, the ocean and densely forested areas) and opportunities (for example, elevated open areas, trafficable slopes and attractive sight lines) (Figure 6).

• Surface conditions (damage, debris, land use and land cover) were mapped on a gross scale between the transverse sections to the boundaries of the visible evidence.

![Figure 4: Transects identified in yellow lines.](image-url)
In each section and plan, the aim was to identify slope conditions affecting evacuation, damage and debris patterns that indicated relative safety in this event, and areas of around 20 square metres or more that might support community activities. This one-day survey along a well-defined transect helped each team develop a fine-grained perspective on post-disaster landscape conditions, forensics, opportunities and constraints. The information recorded was collected by direct observation while walking transects repeatedly to gain insights from viewing transects in different upslope and downslope directions.

In the evenings, teams attended community meetings in the towns of Utatsu and Togura for insight into redevelopment interests and concerns. They compared hand-drawn transect maps and sections, which had two main benefits. First, it indicated more and less successful drawing and mapping techniques. Participants showed creativity in annotation methods, map symbols, observational acuity and supporting analysis (for example, the slope analysis matrix in Figure 7). Comparing preliminary transects also helped develop a collective understanding of the complex terrain of Utatsu (as indicated in Figure 4 above).

*Day 2: Potential community spaces along the transects.* In the morning of the second day, teams re-surveyed transects for missing data and inferences about pre-disaster development patterns, tsunami damage processes and reconstruction prospects. The teams then tested the fruitfulness of these methods by identifying potential community spaces along each transect. Draft site planning criteria and programme possibilities were informed by discussions with local residents and the evening meetings with community members. These discussions revealed diverse

---

**Figure 5:** Longitudinal transect along a coastal river valley. (Image courtesy of Matthew Bunza.)
interests and attitudes. Some community members sought to resume coastal fishing livelihoods as soon as possible while others wanted to relocate away from the ocean – visually as well as spatially. This combination of diverse views and complex terrain supported the approach of expanding the range of community spaces considered rather than seeking to identify a single site as the community centre. Potential sites identified along the transects are described below.

- The three riparian corridors yielded important information about tsunami damage caused by ‘run-up’ that swept away bridges, buildings and rice fields, as well as hillside ‘splash-up’ that aggravated salinity impacts on pine forests. In light of this severe damage and the steep sideslopes, no community centre spaces were identified along the east or west valley transects. However, the mouth of the main riparian corridor was identified as an estuarine restoration area that could link the reconstruction of community fishing livelihoods and workplaces with environmental education and recreation. This coastal lowland site had not been anticipated at the outset of inquiry and thus its inclusion expanded the range of choice.

- The three transportation corridors also suffered major structural damage from direct tsunami wave forces. Japan Rail tracks were torn off; highway bridge structures and buildings along the old Edo-period road on the coastal plain were destroyed. However, the cove to school road team identified variable damage patterns, including areas where small differences in exposure resulted in differential damages and protection. Each transportation corridor team identified protected areas that could support

Figure 6: Lateral transects across a coastal river channel. (Image courtesy of Adele Phillips.)
community activities. The Japan Rail team identified a small upland site adjacent to the rail line used for overflow parking that was protected from, yet had partial views of, the ocean, which could serve the varied wishes of residents with respect to views of the ocean. Another team identified an upland site adjacent to the school road that had a small abandoned play area suitable for redevelopment. The coastal road team suggested that restoration of highway corridor cut slopes could accommodate some of the massive volume of debris along the coastline and could, in turn, re-link a hilltop Shinto shrine with a high coastal promontory park. Although the first two sites might have been discovered through other methods, their strong linkages with potential evacuation routes and adjacent community land uses were identified through transect analysis. The alternative for restoring a highway cut through the coastal headlands had not been imagined at the start of the project.

- The hillslope sections identified a promising community site on a central axis from the former town centre through the middle terrace with surviving schools and emergency housing. This central location, served by an existing road, was envisioned at the outset of the inquiry. However, the transect slope analysis identified opportunities for lower slope reconstruction with tsunami-deposited debris and access and/or evacuation road improvements.

In these ways, transect analysis helped advance the concept and substance of expanding the range of choice. It identified two completely unanticipated sites, two unanticipated sites that might have been identified through different methods.
but that were closely linked with evacuation paths through transect analysis, and
one anticipated site whose opportunities and requirements were innovatively
elaborated through transect analysis.

**Day 3: Departure and reflection.** Field work ended with reflections similar
to the way that it began. The team had a silent departure with reflections on
leave-taking, reconstruction and return. The analytical field methods were thus
bookended by contemplative experience. While the methods described above
emphasise the analytical approach, the importance of subjective experience
deserves comment. Participants underscored their reflections on, as well as
observations of, the patterns of devastation – and a sense of promise in the
alternatives identified. They reported that these emotive aspects of field work
shaped the interpretive level of transect analysis, and that balancing the reflective,
analytical and descriptive aspects of site analysis is important for imagining the
potential implications of site conditions.

**Off-site analysis workshop methods**

Following the field work, the team lived for three days in a Zen monastery in Kyoto,
continuing to reflect in part on landscape analysis, experience and alternatives at
Utatsu. The design workshop then resumed off-site for three weeks where multi-
university teams transcribed field data into digital format and developed initial
site planning concepts. One test of the rapid visual site analysis methods was
whether team members would retain a high level of clarity, detail and salience
of site analysis knowledge during the off-site portion of the project. (A point of
comparison was Orland and Bellafiore, 1990, where that did not occur, and where
the authors reported that landscape experience and alternatives lost salience over
time and with distance from the site.)

**Evaluation and discussion**

This section presents the participant and author evaluations of how well different
site analysis materials and techniques performed in practice. Criteria for evaluation
were whether a method or resource was used, participant comments about its
utility and author judgements about its contribution toward the identification of
site alternatives. We distinguish methods that worked well as planned, worked
well when adapted, performed with mixed results or performed weakly.

**Preparatory materials**

The site analysis drawing set had an overall positive performance. Participants
described the package as valuable for orientation in a complex post-disaster
landscape, as an effective format for rapid recording when walking transect
alignments and for comparing observations. Maps, plans and section worksheets
were intensively used. The transect section methods worked well only after they
were demonstrated in the field. The list of site analysis variables was deemed
useful but would have been more so if reformatted as worksheets and checklists
similar to those in some of the disaster literature reviewed above. Community
meeting and personal reflection worksheets were used less. Although deeming
them important, participants preferred other formats for note taking.

The Resource-CD held a large volume of relevant technical reports and data,
but its performance was weaker. It worked well as a repository for immediately
relevant project information, for example, base maps, but technical resources were little used. Its lack of use should perhaps not come as a surprise in a study that stresses visual methods, but we conclude that use of supporting scholarly information could be enhanced by establishing specific links with site analysis variables and hotlinks for ready access in the field.

On-site field methods

Overall, the transect analysis method worked well. Each team was able to cover the nearly 0.5 kilometre alignment in the time available and record detailed visible evidence on commonly formatted plans and sections. Each team succeeded in using site analysis to expand the range of community centre alternatives and justify further study of those possibilities with fine-grained analysis. As emphasised above, rapid visual site analysis is an early phase of post-disaster reconstruction inquiry that must be followed by detailed site survey, screening, siting and planning.

Participants reported one way in which transect analysis as designed in this study was limited. Namely, time should have been allocated for all participants to undertake a rapid reconnaissance of all transects. Although the transects had several points of intersection, particularly in the coastal lowlands, which gave some sense of connectivity, the team concluded that expanding the range of choice is not merely an additive process but also one of envisioning combinations of site alternatives, for example, in networks or constellations of community spaces in Utatsu (Figure 8).

Again, participants reported favourably on the balance between descriptive, analytical and interpretive methods in the transect analysis. They stressed the challenges of maintaining that balance in post-disaster field work and indicated that each mode of site inquiry contributed separately and jointly to the aim of expanding the range of site alternatives worthy of further consideration.

Figure 8: Constellation of community centres and spaces identified in Utatsu, Japan. (Image courtesy of Yoshiro Okamoto.)
Off-site synthesis

Site analysis and planning methods employed after the field work had mixed results. On the positive side, the field-based site analysis work appeared to retain its salience and clarity for participants and in the evaluation of project leaders. Few expressed concerns about information gaps or deficiencies for the purposes of this initial pilot study. The main challenges involved changes in team membership that included the departure of some field researchers and arrival of others who had not participated in the field work. These challenges could be mitigated to an extent by more robust field drawing and annotation methods. The final section of this paper identifies further extensions of rapid visual site analysis methods for post-disaster landscape planning and design.

Future extensions

Future research should enhance and test the replicability of methods employed at Utatsu. Enhancements could include refined field worksheets, stronger links with supporting scientific data and testing of alternative recording methods (for example, audio and/or video and tablet computing platforms). In substantive terms, it is important to determine how rapid visual assessment performs in different types and sizes of towns, for example, from the large municipal centre of Shizugawa to small fishing settlements such as the Hadenya area of Togura in Minamisanriku. Further testing of transect methods for their robustness across different types of terrain is also necessary, for example, from rocky coastal headlands to the flat Sendai coastal plain. Future research must link visual site analysis with community-based methods of post-disaster landscape planning. Finally, in light of the hundreds of small coastal communities affected by disasters such as the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, priority should be given to the adaptation of rapid visual site analysis methods for numerous small teams of local designers and community members.
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NOTES

1 All figures were prepared by MIT–Miyagi University Japan 3.11 workshop participants except as noted. The workshop took place in July 2011 (see Acknowledgements).
After screening to eliminate unrelated terms (for example, in the fields of chemistry, biology, physics), false hits (‘web site analysis’) and related terms that denote different types of environmental site analysis (‘on-site analysis’, ‘multi-site analysis’).

These limited results may reflect the move away from site analysis and related survey analysis and design methods in late twentieth-century practice (for example, Turner, 1991; though see response by Stiles, 1992). In the journal searches, new approaches were sometimes contrasted with ‘conventional’ or ‘traditional’ site analysis. Interestingly, one article included a critic’s argument that site analysis was not research because it compiles existing knowledge and does not create new knowledge, which the critic deemed a matter of practice rather than research (Milburn and Brown, 2003).

Technically, the hillslope analysis follows an irregular alignment along the toe of slopes rather than a straight line and is not a ‘transect’ in a strict sense but rather a series of mini-transects cut where lower hillslopes meet the coastal plain.

Enhanced methods were tested in the settlement of Hadenya in August 2012 that included circuit and thematic areal analyses to complement transect and siting methods.
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